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A contact center plays an integral role in the relationship between a company and its customers.
It’s invariably the first line of contact that a customer has with a business; it’s also often the
only interface that they have with an enterprise. The impetus to create a favorable and lasting
impression with the customer has propelled the contact center industry to reinvent itself and to
seek newer and bigger opportunities, transforming itself from a niche industry in the 1980s to
one that is set to have an estimated value of $407.1 billion by 2022.
As pointed out in Regalix’s research report, ‘State of Contact Centers 2019,’ the industry is
moving towards an omnichannel approach. In fact, 85% of contact centers that have implemented
an omnichannel strategy see improvement in their CSAT scores. But there’s still work to be
done; 45% of the organizations we surveyed said that a lack of accurate reporting and analysis
is a major pain point in this domain while 35% said low first contact resolution (FCR) is another
area of concern.
In this edition of Digital CMO Digest, we interviewed high-level customer support executives
from top companies like Morningstar, Five9 and Fuze to get their thoughts on contact center
solutions, relevant technologies, trends they’re seeing and much more. Their insights will help
you better understand where the contact center industry stands today and the path it will follow
in the future.
Happy reading!

Nimish Vohra
Editor
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How cloudenabled
technologies
are changing
the contact
center industry
// What challenges do enterprises face
while planning their contact center
strategy?

Ryan Kam is Chief Marketing Officer of Five9, a software
company that provides cloud contact center solutions for
enterprises. Ryan is responsible for the stewardship of the
Five9 brand and all aspects of marketing. He is a passionate
marketing leader who has elevated some of tech’s most storied
brands, growing and managing industry-leading and awardwinning marketing teams. Prior to joining Five9 in 2018, Ryan
was Chief Creative/Digital Officer at AppDynamics, where he
rebranded the company and created a compelling corporate
narrative that contributed to a successful IPO roadshow. He
also held a variety of creative and digital marketing roles at
Salesforce, where he served as lead creative for salesforce.
com, creative director of the Dreamforce user conference
and headed the digital marketing team. Earlier in his career,
Ryan served in associate creative director roles at a variety
of digital agencies.

Enterprises across industries can face a number of
challenges if they don’t have the proper mindset or
technological approach to drive their overall contact
center strategy. Often, the experience a CMO wants to
provide and what the customer is actually getting are two
very different things. In order to align the two, executives
need to understand that the contact center doesn’t sit in
isolation. It’s at the heart of a holistic strategy that creates
the customer experience from end-to-end.
There is also a technology challenge. There’s a reason
more of the enterprise ecosystem is moving to the cloud,
and it’s important to think about why. The cloud enables
executives to be agile and focus on what’s really going
on in their business, as opposed to their technology. In
particular, by moving the contact center to the cloud,
CMOs can spend more time thinking about building
relationships with customers through the contact center,
instead of the hardware that enables it.

Interviewed by Uma Mageshwari
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// How does AI help contact centers?

Additionally, enterprises need to understand that the
contact center is about building a relationship beyond
the experience, and their strategy needs to allow them
to do that at scale, on a channel that’s most convenient
for the customer.

The way our company thinks about AI, it still requires
human participation. We talk about algorithms with
prejudice and training them based on abstractions
because these machines are just ingesting data. We think
it works best when you’re able to have that data work
with humans to provide a better experience. AI should
be able to help agents to focus on the relationship. It
should make technology invisible and make humans better
at what they’re already good at. AI that helps to deliver
information and gather context empowers the agent to
focus on what the customer is doing and how to deliver
a positive experience.

// What are the key metrics that
enterprises track to gauge the
performance of their contact centers?
Traditional metrics, when we think about the contact
center, tend to be handling time and sentiment post-call.
However, both can be misleading. For example, did the
agent just get through the call quickly and not actually
help the customer? Is sentiment only gauging what the
agent thinks? For these reasons, emotional quotient (EQ)
has become a major factor. For years, technology has
distracted us from EQ – we can answer more questions
with technology and build a bigger button to do it, but
ultimately, how a customer feels after an engagement is the
most important measure of success. Emotion, happiness
and loyalty should be the core metrics for contact centers.

AI is only possible because we’ve unlocked more data,
which is made possible by the shift to the cloud. AI helps
us look at that data faster, sometimes even in real-time.
Today, everyone is trying to get closer to the customer
– it’s all about “zero distance.” But the ultimate goal is
to be predictive, and AI will help companies get there.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

// What are the key areas enterprises
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach in their contact
centers?

Our contact center has 24/7 service, and because we
have an open platform, feedback is not just narrowed
down to our solution. We have APIs into multiple
solutions, which creates a continuous feedback loop of
optimization. We not only take feedback but also give it.

The main purpose of an omnichannel approach is to
connect with your customers where they want to engage
with you. It’s not about making all the channels equal.
Instead, it’s about focusing on customer expectations. For
instance, if your customer is not going to use chat, why
have it? Or, if 89% of your base is going to use voice, then
that channel should be supported by heavy investment.

Beyond that, what really differentiates us is a whiteglove experience. We’ve found that one of the most
effective ways to capture feedback is being right there
with customers, spending days in their shoes. It ends up
being more of a partnership than a feedback loop. We’re
there on-site with customers as a strategic partner.

While having an omnichannel approach is important, the
key to its success is ensuring that channels aren’t siloed. To
build a relationship with the customer, touchpoints made
through chat, email, phone or anywhere else should be
continuous and frictionless. If you know who a customer
is over email and they contact you again via text, you
should know who they are and what they’ve needed in
the past. A disruption within the end-to-end experience
is what your customers will notice most.
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// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?

Since our company’s software is in the cloud and can be
easily deployed, our clients can move fast if they want to.
But sometimes that can be a pain point for them. Since
they have to manage people, processes and technology,
sometimes they’re not quite ready as fast as we are. But
we help manage them through it.

Today, there are thousands of business applications that
can help you manage and run your business. But not only
are they siloed as tools, they are also siloed internally.
There’s no knowledge exchange that takes place. As the
digital transformation continues to adopt cloud-enabled
technologies, executives need to take a step back to
understand what truly drives their businesses.

A key point, however, is that although we provide cloudbased contact center as a service (CCaaS) solutions, we
are on-site with our customers and provide guidance
and management of the implementation every step of
the way. This is a big differentiator for our company and
really mitigates any customer pain points.

For Five9, we need to understand the questions our
partners need answers to in order to drive their businesses
and then help them develop strategies to support solutions
that will be meaningful for those businesses. It’s about
clarity of vision, and that should start with what the
customer needs.
With the power of the cloud, we can begin to understand
what the customer is saying in real-time and then marry
this information with business applications that are already
running. This will enable businesses to leverage the voices
of their customers to fundamentally change how they view
their products and the customers themselves.

Emotion, happiness and loyalty
should be the core metrics for
contact centers.
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Building customer
relationships in
the healthcare
tech sector
Marco Armienta is Director of Customer Experience at Valant, a healthcare
technology company based out of Seattle. Originally from California, Marco started
his career in customer care almost 10 years ago at Yahoo’s European headquarters
in Dublin. He went from French technical support to managing a team to leading
global training projects. He then moved to Valant, where he helps transform
the practices of customer-facing teams in his current role. Marco holds a BA in
Spanish and Latin American Studies from the University of London, an MA in
Educational Technology from Boise State University and is currently working on
his MBA from Boise State University.
Interviewed by Uma Mageshwari

// How has the contact center function evolved in
your company over the past few years?
We are in a transformative journey that started with a small team
answering phone calls and emails from customers. In the last four years, we
have implemented a new help site, quality assurance programs, new contact
center tools, customer feedback loops and customer-centric KPIs. Most
importantly, we have chosen a strategy that focuses on customer satisfaction
and dumped many of the traditional contact center practices that focus on
8

speed and volume, both of which result in low spending
but also lead to low customer satisfaction.

The hidden reason why most companies are choosing
the omnichannel route is to save money since you get to
package all the tools in one discounted price model. As
we continue our evaluation, we are carefully considering
our options.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
Many contact centers need to find the right balance
between expenses and ROI, especially those like ours,
which focus on helping the customer rather than
upselling. Our support specialists are hired to help
customers, not to sell.

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center?
We have not introduced AI yet. Considering our
size, we can still have an individualized approach to
evaluating performance. Our ratio of the number of
support agents per quality assurance specialist is very
good and our volume of customer interactions is still
under 100,000 per year. I see AI being introduced in our
quality assurance program in the next two years.

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?
We currently focus on 50 metrics that span from global
volume to individual productivity, but our bread and
butter will always be quality assurance and Voice of the
Customer (VoC). We record 100% of our calls and we
also allow customers to provide feedback after every
interaction.

// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?
Our main platforms are Salesforce and InContact.
Salesforce is the same platform used by our sales
and customer success teams. It makes sense to keep
customer information in one single platform across
departments.

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?
Some contact centers migrated completely to the
cloud more than 10 years ago, while others use hybrid
technology, processes and data repositories. We took
the leap into the cloud in April 2018 when we procured
a new contact center phone solution, replaced our
hardware with softphones and then migrated all our
data and documentation to the cloud.

InContact is a phone system designed for contact
centers that allows us to scale up at our own pace
and fully control the backend without the need to
engage with a vendor to make changes to the system
configuration.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

I am a believer in surveying every interaction with
our customers, whether it is a phone call, an email
or a training session. In that sense, we are not so
different from other companies who send email surveys.
However, we also provide our customers the option
to share feedback at any time because our feedback
channel is always open to them in the form of an online
survey that does not require a ticket number or tracker.

We have been evaluating an omnichannel-tool approach
for the last year-and-a-half. While it would make the life
of our employees easier, you must keep in mind that you
are putting all your eggs in the same basket. This means
that replacing one tool could require a major overhaul.
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// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?

We serve a customer base whose phone calls are not
spread around the clock but concentrated at very
specific times throughout the day. More than half of
our users are healthcare providers who see patients,
and for that reason, they tend to call in between their
appointments, in other words, at the top of the hour.
We find ourselves with many short rush hours during
the day.

In the long term, contact centers will disappear to give
way to fully automated self-service tools. While some
companies are already at that stage, they still offer poor
customer experiences. Rather than investing in AI for
the contact center, many companies are investing in AI
to enable users to become self-sufficient. The customer
service function will probably evolve into a consultant
role for engineering and product teams, who need to
consider all the self-service solutions when they design
their products.

Rather than investing in AI for the
contact center, many companies
are investing in AI to enable users to
become self-sufficient.
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Designing
your contact
center
around your
most valued
asset – your
customer

// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

Anthony Daubenmerkl is Vice President of Global
Support and Customer Success at Thycotic, an IT
company. Anthony has over 20 years of leadership experience
and leverages a support-without-walls methodology to
maximize team and customer success worldwide. Prior to
this, he was Vice President of Support at Metalogix Software,
where he worked with teams across geographies to establish
a worldwide presence for the company.

The functionality within our contact center continues
to morph as our organization expands, ensuring
we maintain our focus on continually improving and
optimizing our customers’ experiences. Our main areas
of focus have been self-service, community or channels,
inbound routing and response.

Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh

Over the last two years, we have streamlined our inbound
and outbound technical and customer success team
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tools to provide more of an omnichannel experience.
We have expanded the customer channel experience
beyond phone, portal, chat or email, and now leverage
a customer advocacy platform to reach our next tier
of success. The path we are on will continually improve
our customers' experiences, whether new to or already
a part of our ever-growing family. We continually use
our real-time analytics to shift staff, optimize processes
and understand growth comparisons – not just from
the revenue perspective but also in terms of team and
workload. We continue to build our contact center to
be focused on our customers' needs and the markets
we reside in. It has also provided us with a mechanism
to quickly and effectively handle those customers with
critical problems.

cases, it is imperative to ensure that the structure you
implement is scalable and additional functionality can be
added. Our initial challenges were related to defining
the structure that would support worldwide growth
while providing the customer with the best experience.
This was a critical step in our planning effort since we
did not have a unified contact center initially.
The next challenge was determining what data we
needed for our analytics to improve visibility into our
customers and the team’s performance. Accessing the
right data on demand that validates trends or changes
provides companies the ability to act in an educated
manner quickly, reducing costly mistakes.
Not all channels are required by all companies or
customers. For some companies, video calls or social
media work well as a mechanism to increase the
customer omnichannel experience but for others, the
channels used might be different. Though we have video
call capability, we rarely use it due to our customer
base. When planning, start small and add as you go.
Allow your team to become acclimated to the change.
Capture feedback from your team and customers, and
then add the next channel. We are now working on our
advocacy platform that leverages gamification. We want
our customers to feel like they are part of our family,
with the ability to give unsolicited feedback and share
information in an entirely new way.

At times, evolving means taking a slight step back once
you learn how effective the implemented channel/
technology is. For us, we had to rethink our chat
offering for technical support. Chat worked great for
basic questions, such as, “When does my maintenance
expire?”, “Who is my accounts representative?” or
“Where do I download this app?” However, it fails
while troubleshooting complex issues. We simply had
to change our messaging so that our customers could
leverage a different channel of collaboration in these
cases. Case routing based on rules and workload,
improving SLA response and precise geographical
location continues to improve based on the analytical
data that we capture and act on. Recently, we have
invested in AI to seamlessly leverage information
gathered across multiple internal platforms. This has
significantly reduced case-closure time and improved
the sharing of solutions with our worldwide customer
base. We have reduced tedious processes and the time
taken to search for information.

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?
Analytics is one area in which we have invested
significant effort while building our contact center. Not
only do we capture basic customer trends with the
ability to analyze changes and break it down according
to region, product, case aging, renewals and issue
severity, we also leverage algorithms that highlight atrisk customers who need support on priority from our
support and customer success teams. Internal users can
easily modify the algorithms by leveraging a sliding scale
to fit their requirements. CSAT, NPS and customer
comments are all metrics we collect, including those
from social media.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
Challenges always vary from company to company but
ultimately fall into the same bucket – it’s about solving
the inbound customers' issues quickly and effectively
using channels that best fit the requirements. For some
companies, this is very easy to manage, especially if your
customers are less complex. In both easy and complex
13

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, when was
it introduced and how exactly has it
helped your company?

I would be very surprised if there is a company that
does not leverage a cloud-type solution within their
contact center. Cloud provides a seamless approach
to scalability and reduces risk while providing a more
unified method to implement functionalities. All the
solutions we leverage today are cloud-based, including
our team’s test environments.

We introduced AI into our solution earlier this year.
AI has helped our customer success and support
teams reduce our time-to-solution by consolidating
information from multiple platforms. It has reduced our
search, labor and response times.

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet?

// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?

Yes, we have implemented an omnichannel approach.
We continue to extend and build upon it as the business
warrants. What people often fail to understand is
that implementing an omnichannel approach may not
reduce headcount or even cost. It is about providing
better customer experiences, and to do that, you
must understand your market, customer base and
competitive requirements. Customers still require
human interaction and we simply cannot remove that
personal touch from our contact center, especially for
complex customers and/or situations.

Our primary cloud platform is Salesforce. But we also
leverage other solutions that integrate seamlessly with
them. Salesforce was implemented at Thycotic before I
joined the company. But having used it for a number of
years and knowing where some of the challenge areas
lie, it made it easier for me to make decisions and move
ahead quickly, especially in the area of support metrics
and analytics.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

// What are the key areas you need
to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

We capture feedback from multiple channels. The
common channels are CSAT, NPS, customer surveys
and live calls. We additionally capture feedback from our
customer advocacy platform and social media channels,
such as Twitter and Facebook.

Understanding your business and customer base is the
starting point for success. Also, you need to remember
that the solution you build needs to keep the customer
at the center of your vision. During implementation,
you need to realize that all omnichannel functionalities
will not fit or are required for your business. When you
implement your changes, do it in stages so that your
team and customers aren’t caught off guard. It isn’t
the amount but the right functionality implemented
that provides a seamless and positive customer
experience. This includes actionable data, information
and metrics for the business. When possible, acquire a
test group outside your organization in a sandbox-type
environment to verify form, fit and functionality.

// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?
To date, we really have not experienced any major
pain points with respect to delivery. However, we are
continuously learning and tweaking our processes to
improve the experience and data being collected.
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// What are the trends/technologies that
you think will drive the contact center
industry in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
This depends on your business and market. Clearly,
AI and automated solutions will continue to expand,
covering more areas of a business. But does this truly
improve your customer’s experience? Having the right
data helps to educate your team on all the requirements
and will ultimately drive success in your contact center.
For us, phone calls and live sessions are very important
to our business. Although customer video conferences
are rare for us, we can also leverage that capability at
any time. When you build your technology portfolio
for your contact center, don’t listen to the hype
but act on your business and customers’ needs. My
recommendation is to review the technology as per
your business requirements and also take form, fit and
functionality of your customer into consideration. If it
meets the criteria, look to implement that option within
your contact center.

Analytics is one area
in which we have
invested significant
effort while building
our contact center.

So, what will drive the contact center industry?
Analytics, AI, customer advocacy with gamification,
self-serve with a digital and user-friendly experience,
and social media will continue to become more unified
within the contact center. Organizations will have a
more holistic view of their customers.
In closing, businesses wanting to gear up and build
a quality contact center need to understand their
customers, assets, data structure and what they want
to accomplish. Cost reduction may or may not be
achieved but your teams will be able to redirect their
focus on business challenges and your customers’
experiences.
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Preparing
for the call
center of
the future

David Donatelli is Senior Vice President of Global Customer Support at Fuze and is
responsible for managing the company’s support resources worldwide. David brings critical
technical knowledge and understanding to our support organization with more than 20
years of experience in customer support organizations as well as a solid background in
software development. His experience in implementing support models and the use of
technology to increase efficiencies has enabled Fuze to utilize new tools and automation
to enhance the services provided to its customers. David came to Fuze from Magnitude
Software, where he was responsible for building the company’s worldwide support
organization from the ground up and lead the support integration after its first three
acquisitions. Prior to Magnitude Software, he was responsible for support at Kalido (acquired
by a private equity firm), RSA Security (acquired by EMC), Connected Corporation (acquired
by Iron Mountain) and Intellution (acquired by GE Digital). David holds a Bachelor of Science
in Computer Engineering from Wentworth Institute of Technology and PMI certification from
Boston University – Corp Education Center.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

Over the past few years, our company has expanded
from a single partnership with NICE+inContact to
now include Five9 as an additional option. We’ve
also expanded our integrations with both partners
to include Presence, Directory with click-to-call and
dedicated data center routing. By partnering with the
two highest-rated contact center as a service (CCaaS)
providers, and combined with our homegrown Fuze
Contact Center (FCC), we can provide customers with
a best-in-breed approach, ensuring they find the right
solution.

FCC is a voice-only contact center. However, both
NICE+inContact and Five9 include omnichannel routing.
So, we work with customers to choose the right
provider for their specific needs.
Our key areas of focus are around how the customer
interacts with the company via the omnichannel
functionalities. We ask ourselves these questions: Are
they having a smooth experience when transitioning?
Are we able to ensure continuity of information and the
ideal agent experience to help maintain CSAT scores
between interactions? Are we able to do this while also
making it easy for customers to reach the company
through the channel of their choice?

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
Within Fuze, we are able to leverage the reporting
capabilities that allow us to see all the activities our
agents are on – whether these are inbound calls through
FCC or outbound calls, meetings or messages with
our customers. This allows us to better understand
the holistic workload that our contact center is
achieving and combine this with other data about our
business plans to make decisions around hiring, staffing
throughout the day/week/year and training for our most
frequent and difficult questions.

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, how has it
helped your company?
Through our APIs, Fuze allows access to AI providers,
allowing customers to choose the right AI solutions for
their businesses.

// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?

Call routing and queuing for FCC is built upon Fuze’s
own global voice architecture, which allows us to
provide contact center services around the globe. Our
partners, NICE+inContact and Five9, utilize their own
proprietary platforms.

For Fuze, on an individual level, we track the percentage
of calls answered versus presented and the time they
spend in the queue versus paused. At a contact center
level, we are tracking the total percentage of calls
answered, average wait time, average call time and
dropped calls.

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?
As a cloud-based company, all of our customers have
migrated their contact centers to the cloud, whether
it’s through FCC or one of our partners.
17

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?

Within Fuze, every single call that goes to our support
team is tracked via a case management system. We use
an automated survey system that asks customers to tell
us if we performed as per their expectations. By sending
the survey three days after the case is resolved, we find
the feedback that we receive is better at capturing the
lasting feelings our customers have when compared to
immediate responses. For all negative feedback, our
management team reaches back to the customer to
understand what we can do better in the future.

Some trends we are watching that will drive the contact
center industry:
• Fine-tuning of AI and how or when it is used
• Automation of tasks to free up agents to focus on
interactions that require a human touch
• Expansion of social media as a touchpoint
• Gamification
• More robust analytics that includes unified
communications as a service (UCaaS) data, such as
IM, video and non-contact center statistics

Our key areas of focus are
around how the customer
interacts with the company via
omnichannel functionalities.
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Customer
support on
a global scale
in the financial
services industry
// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

Jessica Lovell is Director of Global Customer Support
at Morningstar, a global financial services firm. Born and
raised in Sydney, Australia, Jessica began her career in the
financial services industry with Margin Lending in Sydney in
2002. She then worked in operational roles within wealth
management and equity trading at full-service broker Ord
Minnett and St. George Bank (part of Westpac Banking
Group). Within Westpac, she went on to manage services
and systems consolidation, and also temporarily worked for
the life insurance arm, assisting with change implementation.
In 2013, Jessica moved into the Client Service Manager
role at Morningstar’s Sydney office and, in 2016, relocated
to Chicago as the company’s Director of Support for the
Americas. She was promoted to Director of Global Customer
Support in 2017 and looks after 160 support professionals
located across 11 countries. Jessica has a Bachelors Degree
in Business, majoring in Accounting from Charles Sturt
University, Australia.

Our company’s contact center function has evolved
quite significantly, both in terms of organizational
structure and technology, over the past few years. Over
the years, we have rolled out a unified CRM system,
aligned and clarified functional roles, and globalized our
support teams. We also introduced three new channels
– communities, case portals and chat – through which
customers can interact with us.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
Some of the major challenges are building flexibility in
the global workforce in terms of headcount, hours of
operation and shift management in order to maintain
consistent standards, but also aiming to run as lean as
possible to optimize maximum cost efficiencies.

Interviewed by Uma Mageshwari
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// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?

is demand. Partner with companies that allow you to
scale up. The second is to keep in mind that omnichannel
also means omni-workflow, omni-reporting and omniworkforce management. You need to keep track
of these interactions in the same way you would for
traditional voice communications so that you can
maintain quality, records of experience and workforce
impact. This will truly help you assess the effectiveness
and decide whether to scale up.

While we have a number of metrics that are used
to track the performance of the entire operation,
customer experience and measures that demonstrate
it are key for us. We measure metrics that show our
accessibility (service level of 80% of calls answered in 20
seconds or less), our speed and ability to resolve issues
(cycle time for resolution of issues and percentage of
issues needing assistance outside of the contact center),
and customers opinions themselves on the interactions
(CSAT and percentage of issues that customers feel are
still unresolved).

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, when was
it introduced and how exactly has it
helped your company?
No, not yet. We are working more towards streamlining
our vendor stack, improving the consistency of our
customer data collection and maintenance, establishing a
knowledge management team and reducing the number
of systems our representatives need to use first. AI is
definitely part of our strategy in the future. However, I
believe AI is mislabeled most of the time; what is mostly
being done is still human intelligence and human coding.

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?
Huge! There is a need to quickly evolve your support
experience to test new channels, processes and styles.
Also, for the ever-present need for stability that is
required to run clean, uninterrupted voice and data
traffic, cloud capabilities are paramount. Outside of
customer support, even our own product offerings
are amidst a transformation, with two of our major
platforms moving onto the cloud. This creates further
complexities since we have to use traditional and more
modern customer support channels and technologies in
tandem.

// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?
We have several platforms that we use to operate our
end-to-end support center programs. We have Avaya as
our core telephony system, Salesforce Service Cloud as
our key CRM and case management workflow tool, and
use Teleopti for workforce management.

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

Most of the core pieces are legacy platforms that
have been in place as part of our company’s unified
communications technology stack. However, the more
recent additions (for example, Salesforce Service Cloud)
have been implemented directly as part of our strategy
to unify corporate technology and improve collaboration
with our sales and marketing organizations.

Yes, we have. As mentioned above, we have rolled
out new channels to make it easier for our customers
to reach us and keep our clients engaged with our
platforms (that is, make it as frictionless for the client
as possible).
Two things come to mind when rolling out a strategy:
First, you don’t have to go all-in straight away. Test a
couple of segments or regions where you believe there
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// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?

We are fortunate that we are involved in many programs
where clients can provide direct ratings and verbatim
comments. Whilst this isn’t always the core business
metric, it helps guide our decision-making process. We
gain insights on whether something would work or be
received well by having a good handle on these metrics
and customer opinions.

Personalization is the differentiator. Your company’s
product and service should remain focused on reducing
the amount of human intervention needed for a
customer or client to happily use and continue to use
your offering. However, when a customer or client
does contact you, they want you to know who they are
and what they need. Remove the pain – this isn’t a new
trend, but the importance will grow, as will self-service.

// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?
Reliance on the many databases and software programs
to execute our many workflows is a major pain point.
It’s painful for the workforce, it’s painful on our wallets
and it leads to more operational risks in delivering for
our clients due to the various dependencies involved.

Reliance on the many databases
and software programs to
execute our workflows is a major
pain point.
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Why customer
satisfaction is
serious business
Scott Gilbert is Senior Director of Global Customer Support
at Qumu Corporation. He is a problem-solver who is passionate
about customer success and turning around under-performing
teams. Scott has extensive experience in setting strategies for
both customer and tech support teams, maximizing renewal
rates, measuring and analyzing departmental performance,
implementing proactive customer management tactics, fostering
strong inter-dependent relationships between customer support
and other departments, and leading special projects. He is also
highly skilled at team construction, hiring and staffing, team
performance management and team development. In 2019, his
team earned the highly coveted Gold Stevie Award for Customer
Service Department of the Year. Scott holds a Master’s degree
from Mays Business School, Texas A&M University.

Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

• To resolve product and service tickets as quickly
as possible.
• To educate and train customers to be self-sufficient
when it comes to maintenance and management of
the Qumu platform.

To me, the thing that evolved most in building the high
performing team we have today is communicating a strong
sense of mission and collective vision. When I took over
nearly six years ago, my first objective – along with my
executive sponsor – was to establish a clear focus. We
helped our team connect the vision and mission of the
customer support department to the underlying values
of the team by creating a “Team Operating Agreement”
(TOA). The TOA lays out the team’s values that underpin
its mission and vision. The TOA also helps the team bring
the values of the organization to the ground level by
providing examples of behavior that are congruent with
the values of our organization.

• To act as the face of the company throughout the
entire customer lifecycle.

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?
Organization-wide, the Qumu team is all about customer
success. Delivering value and results are core to how we
think and operate. And in terms of delivering results, I am
pleased to report that our team is the number-one-ranked
customer support team amongst all our competitors in
the enterprise video content management market, based
on anonymous customer reviews hosted by Gartner Peer
Reviews. Our team also won a Gold Stevie Award for
Customer Service Department of the Year in May 2019.

In addition to team mission and goals, we also helped
connect the department’s vision and mission to the
overall company vision by having our customer support
team members participate in sentence completion
exercises that helped the team members understand
how the department’s goals fit into the bigger picture.
Finally, we encouraged the team to complete written
experiential exercises to help them envision what success
in accomplishing our department’s vision and mission
looks like from a customer’s perspective.

In terms of granular metrics we track on a day-in and
day-out basis, here are the key ones we are focused on
for our customer support team:
• First reply times

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?

• Customer satisfaction scores
• Customer comments

The biggest challenge is just the enormity of the
responsibility my team possesses. We’re out there
providing worldwide, 24/7/365 support for some of the
most complex and mission-critical technology being used
within organizations today, i.e., enterprise video technology.
In a world where Global 2000 firms are implementing
their own, customized instances of Netflix and YouTube, in
addition to fully-functioning live video production studios,
you can begin to understand the talent, dedication and
service-centric approach required to support technology
implementations of this complexity and scale. Over the
course of 2019, the role of Qumu’s customer support
team has been threefold:

• Issue resolution times
• Average age of our tickets
• Average number of replies per ticket
• One-touch resolutions (percentage of tickets
resolved with just one reply from our customer
support team)
We are very serious about delivering value and results
to our customers, and our emphasis on metrics helps
us achieve this.
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// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?

from our initial use, we definitely believe it will be
important for improving our support in the future. But
for now, we need to wait for the technology to improve.

From a pure customer support perspective, the issues
we receive always fall into one of four categories:

// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?

• Application failures - Our service is behaving in a
way that adversely affects the day-to-day operation
of the customer’s business.

Qumu has used Zendesk for a number of years now.
Originally, we had been using Salesforce, and honestly, I
was very reluctant to transition to a new platform. But
fortunately, our transition turned out to be relatively
easy after hiring an outside consultant to assist us.

• Application errors - These are errors encountered
by users as a result of normal, supported usage.
• Unexpected results - This is the behavior of Qumu
software that is not what is expected, but there is
no application error. Examples might include a
failed task, unexpected search results, inability to
log in or assets being ingested improperly.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

• Documentation guidance and clarification Answers to questions by way of referring users to
product documentation or clarification related to
documentation already provided.

Our customer support team is constantly improving
systems, processes and people to deliver the right
information at the right time. In order to do this, we
take our customer satisfaction very seriously. The
Qumu team requests a survey at the close of each
and every ticket a customer opens to ensure constant
feedback and input to improve our ability to serve our
customers. On the rare occasion when we do get a
bad survey result, a follow-up is executed by a member
of our management team, who is alerted the second a
customer submits their negative feedback. The followup is focused on what customer support can do to make
the customer satisfied with Qumu’s response to their
particular ticket.

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?
Yes. Qumu offers support via our phone line, via email and
via tickets supported on our customer support website,
as well as through both live chat and social media. I would
say the best advice around implementing an omnichannel
approach professionally is to get experienced help in adding
these channels. Technically, all of the good platforms that
are out there make it generally easy to add new channels
of support, but the hard work really involves helping
your internal team adapt to the new tools and processes.

Also, on an ad hoc basis, the Qumu support team
surveys its customers to gain additional feedback on
special topics of interest. For instance, in the past,
we have contacted those 10 customers who open the
most customer support tickets to poll them and find
out what changes they would like to see made to our
customer support site (Qumunity). We also conduct a
Net Promoter Score (NPS) survey once a year, where
more in-depth feedback is gathered on all of Qumu’s
various operating groups. This feedback is reviewed by
all teams and internal plans are coordinated to address
customer concerns through our department.

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, when was
it introduced and how exactly has it
helped your company?
We have experimented a little with AI in our customer
support process. Although we did not find much benefit
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// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?

Trying to make sure that everything we do exemplifies
transparency and openness in the way we operate
is always a challenge. Positive or negative, we don’t
run away from our feedback. A customer’s negative
comment might be difficult to read but this job is all
about sharing feedback. Over my career, I’ve seen too
many customer success leaders cherry-pick what they
communicate to the rest of the organization and back
to the customer base. Our focus should be on making
sure that any feedback we receive – positive or negative
– helps direct the company toward a better outcome.
Qumu never edits or deletes negative comments from
a support forum.

I recently attended a seminar hosted by Aragon Research,
an analyst firm that covers our industry. The entire
seminar revolved around this idea that the emergence of
the subscription economy has ushered in this new era of
focus on customer experience and that leading companies
should look beyond managing customer experiences on the
vendor’s terms. They called the concept “Context-Drive
Customer Engagement,” or CE for short. Aragon’s point
was that because of the emergence of AI and the increasing
amount of data vendors have about how customers use
(or misuse) the vendor’s service, vendors can really now
begin to fully understand, meaningfully engage and reliably
delivery great experiences for the customer based on the
customer’s context. So, I believe the future really will be
about using AI to do this because it’s not about me (the
vendor) – it is truly all about the customer.

A customer’s negative comments
might be difficult reading for a
company but it's all about taking
feedback on board.
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Customer
service: An
untapped
gold mine
of VoC
insights
Brett Frazer is Head of Customer Service at Sun Basket, a San
Francisco-based healthy meal kit delivery company that was founded
in 2014. At Sun Basket, he leads all aspects of the company’s
customer service function and works directly with the organization’s
C-suite and senior leaders. He has over 20 years of experience
working with multinational organizations and startups to design,
build or enhance their customer service processes. Regardless of
role, position or organization, the focus and passion of his work has
always been to create experiences that not only keep customers
coming back but also lead them to recommend others to join them.
Prior to joining Sun Basket in 2016, Brett was Director of Client
Services at Sutherland Global Services. Before that, he led Asia Pacific
customer service and support organizations for Adobe and Microsoft.
Brett is also a member of the Corporate Advisory Board of Execs In
The Know, a global network of customer experience professionals. A
native of New Zealand, he has lived and worked in five countries, and
is also an international award-winning photographer.
Interviewed by Uma Mageshwari

// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?

There have been three core elements in the evolution
of our contact center:

There are three basic areas that most KPIs fall under in
the contact center space – cost, quality and speed.

• Deepening the capability to provide the voice of
our customers back into our product, marketing
and operations teams.

As we break these down for Sun Basket for cost,
the primary two measures are cost per contact and
cost per box sold. Quality has three components –
customer satisfaction, agent satisfaction and quality
monitoring accuracy. For speed, while we measure our
response times across our channels, the single roll-up
measurement I focus on is cases per hour per agent.

• Expanding the channels through which our
customers can contact us for support, and now
starting to direct them to the channels that other
customers have indicated are most successful in
assisting with their specific issues.

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?

• Utilizing technology to provide more customers
the capability to self-resolve or have AI-assisted
resolutions to their issues.

The big focus on cloud has been the evolution of
technology away from perpetual on-premise software
deployments and data storage to subscription-based
technologies that live in the cloud and are “always on.”
This covers customer relationship management (CRM)
systems, telephony solutions, quality monitoring/call
recording systems, etc.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
The first challenge, as with many organizations, is
coordination across our company on what the ideal
customer experience is across all touchpoints – our
web experience, our food experience and our support
experience. Once that is defined, it is then prioritizing
the best balance of people and technology-related
inputs to achieve that cohesive experience on a budget.

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

To be effective in the two outcomes above involves
assessing your current and future customers’ expectations,
the capabilities of your current people and technology
infrastructure, as well as the short- and long-term
advancements in technology that are expected.

Omnichannel is a very interesting topic that has a wide
scope of meaning in the industry. In the purest sense
of the word, we believe it means that if as a customer I
start a conversation with a company through a particular
channel, say chat, and I then decide to call to complete
that conversation, the same “case” that I stated in chat
would be presented automatically to the agent who
answers my phone call and they can seamlessly pick up
where the chat agent finished off.

Without this knowledge, it is hard to know what not
to commit to, as much as what to. Even then it is hard
to always predict every outcome along the way, so it
requires the ability to adapt when commitments need
to change.

What we have implemented at Sun Basket is a single
CRM system into which all interactions that our
customers have with us (across SMS, chat, phone, social
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// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?

and web feeds) are fed. Our agents have access to all the
customers’ prior contacts, so that if a customer chooses
to change channels within an issue, while a new case
would be created in the system, by reading the prior
interaction notes, a new agent can pick up and continue
assisting that customer with as little friction as possible.

We have three core platforms that we utilize – Genesys
PureCloud, Sprout Social and SalesForce ServiceCloud.
ServiceCloud is the primary CRM in which all our case
data is stored and integrates with our proprietary
customer platform. It is also where all our web, email
and chat/chatbot cases natively occur. Sprout Social is
our tool for managing our interactions across Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter, and for core customer cases, it
integrates with ServiceCloud through APIs. PureCloud
is our telephony and SMS system, again pushing case data
into ServiceCloud through APIs.

For Sun Basket, we have been lucky in that we are a
relatively young organization. So, we have been able to
build this integration from scratch. Organizations that
have been around for 10-plus years find this harder
when trying to integrate new support channels, like
messaging, into their legacy systems.

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, when was
it introduced and how exactly has it
helped your company?

We selected ServiceCloud primarily for its capability to
easily capture and report on multiple problems in a single
case. This is key in providing us with accurate performance
data that is fed back to our distribution centers, as well
as our Marketing, Product and Kitchen teams. Also, there
are many other capabilities natively available within the
product, including chat, bot and advanced reporting
capabilities. This allows us to keep our product stack
linked to a vital few providers.

We began utilizing AI in two capacities in 2018. First, from
a customer-facing perspective, we have a chatbot, Sunny
B, that helps to automate several common questions that
customers have around their membership, deliveries or
issues they may experience with the ingredients they
receive. We started with a basic option-select bot and
we are now in the final stages of rolling out our natural
language process capabilities to allow our customers to
have regular “conversations” with Sunny B. Once this is
successfully in chat, we will extend it to our SMS channel.

When we were looking for a telephony provider, we wanted
a cloud-based solution, as against an on-premise solution,
and one that easily integrated with ServiceCloud. After
evaluating a number of different providers, we decided
that PureCloud best fit our needs. We reevaluate every
year and continue to find that this product matches our
requirements.

On the backend, we have started integrating RPA
(robotics process automation) tasks that allow us to
automate actions or full cases. In some situations, we
have the RPA backend enabling the AI chat functionality
on the frontend.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

The result of this: providing customers more opportunities
to resolve their questions without having to speak to our
team members. For our agents, it helps to remove some
of the highly repetitive work and lets them focus on the
more interesting and complex questions. Both outcomes
help us reduce our cost.

The primary method of capturing customer feedback
is through a robust coding system that allows us to
identify the reason, sub and sub-sub reason for which
each customer had to contact us.
We utilize this information, not only for opportunities to
improve the experience other customers run into while
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dealing with the same or similar problems, but more
importantly, as a mechanism to provide feedback to our
Marketing, Product, Kitchen and Operations teams. This
helps them prioritize customer experience cases to stop
or reduce those problems.

activities, locations, challenges and durations; and
the realization that there is great knowledge and
brand affinity that a company’s loyal customers
have and that they may look for opportunities to
work with companies they admire. Companies
will begin to engage these loyal customers to help
other customers.

// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?

• Expanding the value of customer service data into
Voice of the Customer (VoC) programs for end-toend customer experience improvement. Customer
insights obtained through customer service are
often the untapped goldmine for VoC and are
relevant to every area of a customer’s interaction
with your product or service. Part of the problem
in the past has been to come up with techniques to
assemble all the structured and unstructured data
in a way so that this data can be easily translated
into a customer story. Improvements in data mining
and aggregating technology will make it easier to
bring this wealth of insight to light.

This is where our post-service surveys come into
play. We keep our survey to six questions, including
a verbatim option. We then review the verbatim of
both high- and low-scoring results, looking for any
dissatisfaction that a customer mentions. After that,
we categorize them, not only for what we can control
within the contact center, but also for issues that are
relevant to the other departments. The pain points
that are related to our direct customer service control
usually relate to the completeness of the solution
provided, timeliness of response, personalization (or
lack thereof) of the response and the amount of effort
a customer believes he/she had to put in for solving the
issue.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future? How
should businesses gear up for this?
While there are many evolving areas in the contact
center space, the three key trends that I believe will
drive the future are

There are three basic
areas that most KPIs
fall under in the contact
center space – cost,
quality and speed.

• The integration of human intelligence and AI.
While AI technology will certainly be a driver in
resolving many customer needs going forward, it
is not a panacea that will eliminate the need for
human intelligence, empathy and reassurance. All
generations have certain areas in which they prefer
a live connection with another person.
• The evolution of the gig worker economy within
the global talent sphere is also changing things.
It’s a combination of technology making it easier
for people to work from anywhere; an increased
desire across all generations for variety in work
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Scaling for contact
center excellence to
deliver exceptional
customer care
Jeff Huang is Director of Global Customer Success
Operations at Zenni Optical. He is responsible for the
company’s contact center readiness as well as operational
excellence for service and support channels across China, the
US, Morocco and the Philippines. Since 2018, Jeff has applied
his expertise at Zenni Optical to support their disruption in the
eyeglass industry. He has more than 18 years of experience
in consumer digital product development and operations, with
a focus on improving affordability and access in health care
and education. Prior to Zenni Optical, he held a leadership role
as Director of Operational Readiness and Operational Excellence
in Kaiser Permanente’s Digital Experience Team and, before that,
was a researcher at SRI International’s Center for Technology in
Learning. Jeff holds an MBA from San Jose State University,
a Master’s degree in Educational Technology from
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and a
Bachelor’s degree in Social Welfare with a
minor in Education from the University of
California, Berkeley. He is also a certified
optician.
Interviewed by Uma Mageshwari

// How has the contact center function
evolved in your company over the past
few years?

// What are the key metrics you track
to gauge the performance of your
contact center?

Our customers are making the transition from a
traditionally full-service retail experience to shopping
online for their prescription eyewear. As a global
customer service team, we have opportunities to bridge
that customer experience gap and make it easier for our
customers to engage with us.

For Zenni, customer satisfaction and service levels
across channels are the key metrics we track. This data
is even more meaningful when complemented with
voice of the customer data. All of this together gives
us a better view of how we can continuously improve
customer experiences.

We evolved from an environment with multiple, but
siloed, channels to an omnichannel environment, where
we integrated chat, voice and email into one platform.
This omnichannel approach provides a foundation for
creating a convenient and connected experience for the
customer. We also strategically partnered with different
BPO partners to build new contact center sites to
improve the overall quality of our customer service.

// What is the scope of cloud customer
support in this industry?
To stay nimble now and be ready to evolve for the
next opportunity, cloud customer support is critical
for a company’s success. Cloud customer support is
especially helpful when there is interoperability across
vendor apps and platforms.

// Have you implemented an
omnichannel approach in your contact
center yet? What are the key areas you
need to focus on while implementing an
omnichannel approach?

For Zenni Optical, operating in e-commerce requires
us to have a strong social customer care program and
an online reputation management team across standard
social platforms and online review platforms. This is
because, whether a brand likes it or not, customer care
issues will naturally surface in spaces where customers
are sharing their voice.

After several years of optimizing a multichannel
environment, where our various regional sites owned
their respective channels and formed their processes,
Zenni made the leap to partnering with omnichannel
vendor Zendesk. An area of learning often underestimated
after the implementation of an omnichannel approach
at Zenni is the need to continuously optimize and drive
consistency across our processes and workflow changes.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your contact center strategy?
What began in a San Francisco Bay Area garage in 2003
has turned into an online optical industry leader with
over 28 million pairs of glasses sold in every country
throughout the world. Our lean organization is scaling
quickly, which is why healthy listening and establishing
efficient communication norms across departments
continue to be worthwhile areas we invest our energy
and efforts in. Establishing an efficient feedback loop
is a challenge and is even more important when we
work with contact center vendors. Shared learning and
keeping our ears close to the frontlines and the voice of
the customer guide us and help to enhance our service
and support capabilities.

// Has AI been introduced in your
contact center? If it has, when was
it introduced and how exactly has it
helped your company?
AI hasn’t been introduced in our contact centers yet.
However, we are exploring opportunities in which AI
will help improve our customer service and support
experiences.
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// Which platform does your contact
center currently function on? Why did
you choose that platform?

// What are the pain points with respect
to delivery in your contact center?
As our business continues to scale and customer
expectations continue to rise, our ability to remain in a
constant state of learning and optimization of workflows
is critical to our success in creating a connected journey
for Zenni’s customers. Being consistently exceptional
in terms of how we take care of our customers across
various support sites is critical for customer loyalty,
retention and also referrals.

As mentioned earlier, we selected Zendesk as our
platform after an extensive review due to its ease of use
for business users and its extensibility with a “plug-in”
app. With chat, voice, and email integrated into one
platform, we have one customer history that allows us
to know the customer better and improve on customer
experiences. Zendesk also centralizes reporting instead
of trying to work with four different teams to gather
and consolidate all the data so that we can gain muchneeded insights. Another important benefit has been
adding to the skill sets of our agents in order to help
them work across different channels. This means that,
as a program, we are able to allocate people to where
the support demand is.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive the contact
center industry in the future?
Some of the trends/technologies in the future are
• Using AI to improve customer experiences.

// What are the most effective ways
in which your contact center captures
customer feedback?

• To have a customer relationship platform that
remains simple to use but continues to provide the
ability to create a unique experience with easy-tointegrate apps.

Tools that consolidate customer voice in one place
and quantify that over time are extremely helpful. Our
omnichannel platform helps us easily gauge the “chatter”
about a new product and also monitors feedback from
our social and online reputation tools.

• To have an understanding of how to leverage a
company’s customer advocates from a support
perspective in the social and online reputation
space.

Being consistently exceptional in terms of
how we take care of our customers across
various support sites is critical for customer
loyalty, retention and also referrals.
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Delighting customers
or meeting
expectations: The role
of contact centers
Contact centers in B2B settings

Rajesh Nanarpuzha is an Assistant Professor of Marketing
at IIM Udaipur. Previously, he has worked as a brand
manager in Dabur, and as a business consultant in the
retail and consumer goods domains at Cognizant and Tata
Consultancy Services. Rajesh has an MBA from IIM Indore
and a Doctorate in Marketing from IIM Ahmedabad.

Specific to contact center operations in B2B settings,
Salomonson, Aberg, and Allwood (2012) find that customer
value creation is a function of contact center employees’
communicative skills. The authors find that the degree
of attentiveness, perceptiveness, and responsiveness
displayed in customer interactions have a direct bearing
on customer value creation. In omnichannel contact
center operations, Park et al. (2015) note that customer
contacts occur through diverse channels including internet
calls, e-mails, and online chats. In such environments,
the authors note that better e-listening (defined as the
process of receiving messages, evaluating them, and
responding to them) correlates to better interpersonal
service quality. This, in turn, leads to higher customer
satisfaction and loyalty levels.

With greater computer processing speeds and availability
of data at the level of the individual customer, marketing
organizations are increasingly adopting hyper-segmentation.
In a nutshell, this means that organizations are now capable
of using the combination of technology and data availability
to create customer segments of one. This in turn, could
lead to profound changes in the way marketing departments
see themselves. Rust, Moorman, and Bhalla (2010) have
called this the movement from a marketing department
to a “customer department”. As part of this shift, the
authors have called for customer service departments
to be handled within the organization, rather than being
outsourced. An integral part of such an organization
would be customer contact centers, which are at least
occasionally manned by top management personnel. The
focus on individual customers implies that customer
contact centers are therefore, playing increasingly larger
roles in B2B environments.

Keeping these perspectives in mind, contact center
activities seem to have considerable impact on customer
satisfaction levels. However, the question of how much
customer service at a contact center level is in fact
optimum, is a vexing one. In the next section, I review
academic research literature to search for answers to
this question.
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CMO implications
Rust, Moorman, and Bhalla (2010) have called for replacing
Chief Marketing Officers (CMOs) with Chief Customer
Officers (CCOs). The implication is that organizations
need to become ‘customer-cultivating’ rather than
‘product pushing’. This has particular relevance to B2B
organizations. However, the caveat remains that aspiring
for customer delight might not always be the best strategy
across organizational functions. Specifically in contact
center operations, the first step would be to remove
all obstacles towards meeting customer expectations.
Aspiring to delight customers then, could be the next step,
to be aspired for after a detailed cost-benefit calculation
of its implications.
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